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Practical implementation of LED strobe lighting within ITS
applications - a guide for specifiers and users

Introduction
The successful, cost-effective application of an Intelligent Transport System
(ITS) is often dependent on the interplay of many individual elements,
including Vision lighting. This White Paper deals specifically with the
integration and advantages relating to the use of LED lighting within ITS
systems.
It sets out the kinds of practical considerations which should be on engineers’
and users’ minds from the very beginnings of systems definition and gives a
broad outline of the principle of LED pulsing technology. By doing so it is
intended to clarify some of the issues related to final system choice and
demonstrate how a well-defined and implemented lighting solution can reduce
the burden on other elements of the overall solution and help to reduce overall
solution cost. The information has been laid out in such a way that it should
also be a useful methodology when users are at the point of designing ITS
systems.

At what point should you
consider ITS lighting?

It is frequently the case that ‘headline’ technology, such as cameras, gain the
majority of attention and funding, whilst ancillary systems, though no less
important to an overall solution’s effectiveness, are neglected. This is an issue,
as a structured and overall approach to complete solution design can have
significant performance and cost advantages. Lighting technology for ITS
applications is a good example of this point.
The application of vision-based solutions for an increasing number of ITS
applications is set to increase as these technologies’ capabilities continue to
improve whilst unit costs fall. However, placing emphasis on only one element
of a vision solution, such as the camera, and failing to consider the effects of
others, such as lighting, at an early enough stage in the specification and
procurement process can have a negative impact on the overall effectiveness of
the performance of the final system.
Lighting technology for ITS applications has in itself progressed significantly
in recent years. In particular, the progression of LED-based systems into mass
production has given users a credible, high-performance alternative to older,
xenon-based products.
LED lighting is now realising its long-held potential for transport-related
applications. In many instances, it is the primary choice of ITS system
integrators as they strive to meet the evolving demands for high luminous
intensity, flexibility of installation and operation and low cost of ownership.
It’s also important to appreciate that Traffic LED pulse lighting, or LED
strobes, are specifically designed for purpose as opposed to continuous DC
lighting, as is used in the Security CCTV sector for example, which cannot
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meet the intensity levels required for ITS applications. In addition, in the case
of Infra-red lights, if they are left on continuously they carry the risk of
reaching irradiance levels which exceed safety standards.

Reduced maintenance costs
compared to xenon technology

LEDs score over xenon-based technology because they allow faster pulsing,
typically 30Hz versus 2Hz. That allows detection and triggering to be
accomplished via the camera, removing the need for an external sensor, such as
a loop or laser, for applications such as enforcement or vehicle classification. In
fact, many systems now trigger the camera continuously and use the images to
detect whether a vehicle or other object of interest is present. That greatly
reduces costs because there is a much-reduced installation or maintenance
burden. In addition, LEDs themselves have no consumable parts, which results
in even further savings.

First steps – application objectives
When it comes to lighting, there is no one correct solution – or, to put it another
way, there are as many solutions as there are individual applications or
deployments. It is down to the user and designer to work together to optimise
the solution for any given scenario.
The correct design and implementation of a lighting system will have a hugely
beneficial effect on an ITS deployment’s overall effectiveness, either by
reducing the burden on the camera in terms of its ability to derive useful images
from a given situation or else by enabling greater functionality.
High performance camera systems can be very expensive, especially where
significant numbers have to be procured. Anything which can reduce the
relative sophistication (and cost) of a camera has to be worthy of serious
consideration – and that should be from the beginning of the procurement
process. Further questions to ask should include:
•
•
•

What exactly is the right amount of light needed to take images of
sufficient quality?
Where do I need to direct the light to be in order to enable image
capture?
Which wavelength is the most appropriate (visible spectrum or infrared)?
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Nevertheless, users and specifiers face some confusing choices – choices which
can be complicated by an absence of agreed standards for LED systems for use
within ITS applications, with the result that different suppliers on the market
may have differing parameters for describing their products’ performance, eg:
some state input power to a light (Watts), whilst others quote output light
(Lumens) – this issue is clarified in later sections of this document.

Section 1
LED technology for ITS
Most users are concerned with application design – such as performance
requirements and physical constraints – and are not prepared for questions from
technology suppliers such as, ‘How much light do you need?’ At the design
stage most users tend not be in a position to answer this question but are happy
to explain what it is that they are trying to achieve. Section 1 therefore outlines
typical application considerations that determine the specifics of the lighting
that is required.
The ‘building blocks’ for determining the most effective lighting source
include: the area of illumination; beam angle; distance(s) of light coverage;
light intensity; pulsing; camera sequencing and trigger topology; wavelengths;
characterisation; and networking.

1.1 Area of illumination

Figure 1: Defining the area of illumination

This is the actual illumination area on-road in which adequate light intensity
has to be provided. As shown in Figure 1, it may not necessarily be a single
point but can include several tens of metres of distance across several road
lanes.
Confusion can arise because of the current absence of standards. Lighting
efficiencies also need to be considered. LEDs’ efficiency is much higher than
that of older halogen lights, producing significantly more lumens per watt, and
some manufacturers will state that a higher wattage denotes higher
performance but this is not necessarily so; input power to a lighting product
does not necessarily translate into output power at the LED. This can
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significantly reduce overall performance and the lighting intensity delivered at
the point of need may be less for a ‘high-power’ product with greater wattage
than for a well-designed alternative which, on paper at least, is ‘less powerful’.
Lumens is a measure of the
potential light output,
Luminous intensity (Lux)
measures visible light at the
point of image capture

The unit of measurement for visible illumination, the lumen, takes account of
the spectral response of the human eye and gives an idea of how bright the eye
perceives a light to be. Although cameras tend to have a similar response, a
lumen value does not necessarily indicate how bright a camera will perceive a
light to be. The lumen should be considered a unit of measurement for the total
amount of light output from a light emitter (otherwise known as ‘luminous
flux’). However, it is important to know how this light will be used, and this
relates to the area that needs to be illuminated.

The amount of power consumed, measured in watts, can be used in conjunction
with the lumen to provide a measure of the efficiency of a light emitter. For a
visible light source, power (watts) should not be taken as a sole indication of
light output or intensity because of potential differences in efficiency of chosen
lighting technologies and performance of individual manufacturers’ products.
Watts/m2 is a measure of the
radiance of non-visible light (IR)
at the point of image capture

The watt is used in conjunction with infra-red illumination, however, to provide
a measure of radiant intensity, the unit used tends to be watts/steradian (the
steradian being the SI unit for measurement of solid angle).
In many instances, the only way to guarantee all of the above is to test in
typical situations. Gardasoft undertakes such testing on behalf of clients and is
able to respond very quickly to test results with optimised solutions.

1.2 Beam angles
When determining the geometry of a lighting system the critical parameter is
how much light intensity arrives at the target area, which translates into an
effort to maximise watts per square metre (w/m2). For a given light, as the
beam angle increases the intensity at the target (w/m2) decreases.
It is important to optimise the beam angle, therefore. Beam angle is a product
of optics design and is very important to lighting system performance. A welldefined beam reduces both wasted light and light pollution as well as energy
consumption. In doing so it prolongs component life and reduces costs.
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Light intensity in a target area is measured in lux – and one lux is equal to one
lumen per square metre. The lux is therefore a good unit of measurement with
which to determine and compare the brightness of a beam in the visible light
spectrum. The beam is spread over a specific area and therefore we use lux to
measure visible light intensity.

Figure 2: Beam angles and the effect on light intensity

FWHM is a measure of the
Beam Angle at a point where
the light output is at 50%
intensity

Since there is no real way to measure the ‘edge’ of light, beam angle (the angle
at which light is emitted) should more correctly be termed and measured from
where the light intensity is half of its fullest. The term for this is Full Width at
Half Maximum (FWHM). Smaller beam angles will have a higher intensity
than larger beam angles, which have a larger area; this is shown in Figure 2.
As well as delivering optimised lens/diffuser combinations, Gardasoft’s
lighting products can also be mounted at any height or position in relation to
the camera. Whilst this may seem an obvious statement, it is important to note
that the lighting system need not always be situated with the camera itself; in
many cases, it is better to position the light source away from the camera.

1.3 Pulsing
Pulsing is a crucial element of any lighting system for ITS applications as it not
only fundamentally determines the effectiveness of synchronisation between
camera and light, but also the light intensities available at the point where
images are taken (through overdriving), and the flexibility in system design for
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taking multi-images from one scene (with Multiple pulse imaging) - both
functions are explained below.
The ability to very rapidly pulse (also known as ‘flashing’ or ‘strobing’) has
several advantages. It is more energy-efficient and so reduces cost, and also
prolongs LED component life by comparison with an ‘always on’ state. There
are also health considerations and benefits, especially where the use of infra-red
light is concerned. Infra-red lights, if left on continuously, carry the risk of
reaching irradiance levels which exceed prescribed safety standards.

1.3.1 Overdriving

Figure 3: Overdriving LEDs

The trigger for the camera is sent to a lighting controller (which in Gardasoft’s
case is built into the LED lights, or traffic strobes, themselves), and the
controller provides precise pulse width timing, power and brightness control for
the lighting pulse. This ensures that the light energy is the same for every
image.
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Gardasoft offers a refined functionality known as overdriving. Over-driving is
related to, but distinct from, pulsing. The concept is a simple one and relies on
the fact that at their current rating LEDs and LED lights will output 100 per
cent brightness. However, it is possible to get more than 100 per cent
brightness by driving with a higher current for short pulses. Gardasoft
SafePower™ technology enables users to do this with ease and complete
confidence.

Because LED lighting systems with this feature are not obliged to run at their
maximum rating for 100 per cent of the time, energy efficiency is increased, the
effects of heat and ageing on the individual LEDs are reduced and Mean Time
Between Failure rates are improved. Figure 3 illustrates the concept.

1.3.2 Multiple pulse imaging
A number of ITS applications, such speed and red light enforcement, require
several image captures, taken at different distances, in order to achieve their
goals. This can require multiple pulses of light of different intensities to be
generated within a very short space of time; this functionality is built into all
Gardasoft ITS LED strobes and is known as multi-pulsing™.

Flexibility in Pulse intensity and
timing

LED lighting systems are particularly suited to such applications, by virtue of
the very high pulse rates of which they are capable. LED-based lighting
systems can also very rapidly alter the frequency and power of light pulses
which, as Figure 4 demonstrates, is necessary in order to provide the correct
light intensities at different distances.

Figure 4: Varying light pulse intensities to achieve optimum illumination

Figure 5 shows how continually pulsing at a lower intensity and then using a
short-duration pulse of higher intensity for image capture can reduce the
startling effect on road users.
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Figure 5 shows the example of a single-point speed enforcement camera,
where the issues to address include adequate image quality at multiple
Figure 6: Single-point speed enforcement camera and camera sequencing

Figure 6 shows the example of a single-point speed enforcement camera, where
the issues to address include adequate image quality at multiple positions on the
road and what is to be captured in the image (license plate, vehicle colour and
model, road markings, surrounding environment and so on), as is shown in
Figure 7. Again, this is dependent on the ability to generate very fast pulse rates
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Figure 5: Constant illumination allied to short, high-intensity pulses for target illumination

at varying frequencies and power outputs, requirements to which LEDs are
very well suited.

Fig 7a

Main image of target vehicle

Fig 7c

Light level 2
Screen mounted Tax/License

Fig 7b

Fig 7d

Light level 1
Type and colour of vehicle

Light level 3
License plate recognition

Figure 7: Capturing different information from a single image scene

Gardasoft can supply numerous configurations, depending on application, but
these can include any permutation of single camera/single light, single
camera/multiple light, multiple cameras/single light and multiple
cameras/multiple lights.

1.4 Wavelengths
A major consideration, which is very much application-driven, is choice of
wavelength. Influencers of this include: whether black and white or colour
images are required (for example, for some enforcement applications both a
black and white image capture of a vehicle’s number plate and a colour image
of the whole vehicle and its surroundings are needed); and whether a 24-hour
capability is needed (the use at night of strobe lighting operating in the visible
spectrum can be confusing and dangerous for road users, and may in any case
not be able to address the needs of the application at hand; infra-red may
therefore be the better choice).
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Typically choose WHITE light

Typically choose BLUE light (as it opposes
RED)

Typically choose WHITE light

Many users consider the choice between lighting systems operating in the
visible and infra-red spectrums to be a straightforward one. This is not
necessarily the case, as different portions of the infra-red spectrum itself may
also be more suitable for different applications. For example, in the case of
automatic number plate recognition applications the wide variety of fonts,
colours and sizes used in plate designs can affect choice. Figure 8 shows a few
examples of plates from around the world with the colour light recommended
based on the colour contrast chart.
Other applications include the location and reading of windscreen-mounted
stickers which are used to identify those who have paid to use tolled facilities
and who should therefore be allowed access/not be charged again, and
identifying the number of occupants in a vehicle/whether seat-belts are being
worn. For each of these, a different portion of the infra-red spectrum might be
needed.
IR allows light to penetrate car
windscreens for Vision
applications

Environmental conditions can also have an appreciable effect. Varying light
caused by time of day, whether an application is above ground or in a tunnel
(where entering or leaving a portal can give rise to still further challenges), the
effects of heat and cold, precipitation (mist, fog, rain and snow) and dust all
have to be taken into account.
Finally, users have to consider whether the application is going to be fixed or
mobile. In the case of the former, expected environmental conditions can often
be more accurately predicted or closely controlled. Mobile applications, by
contrast can make far greater demands on a system’s flexibility.
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Figure 8: License plate colour contrast examples

In many situations visible light solutions are perfectly adequate. In others, they
simply cannot provide the necessary performance. Expert advice should be
sought from a company such as Gardasoft. Some typical considerations with
respect to choice of Visible and IR wavelengths:
•
•

•
•

White/visible works well but can distracts drivers
740nm is visible but not blinding. Need 740nm if looking through
windscreens (face recording, permits). Has the highest camera
sensitivity but overall effectiveness is lower than 850nm
850nm has highest combination of light output/camera sensitivity, so
gives best results for LPR. It can be slightly perceived by humans
940nm is almost totally covert. However camera sensitivity is very low
and so lots of light is needed

1.5 Triggering topologies

Synchronisation between
camera and light can be
triggered with 3 alternative
methods

Figure 9 illustrates some typical camera triggering topologies. Looking from
left to right, topology 1 shows the traditional triggering arrangement whereby
the camera is triggered by a vehicle sensor; the camera then triggers the light
and starts its exposure. Topology 2 shows the light being triggered by the
sensor. The light then triggers the camera. This has the advantage that the light
can filter the trigger signal, addressing situations where for example one
vehicle causes multiple triggers or short noise spikes cause false triggers; in
effect, the light ‘cleans up’ the trigger signal. Topology 3 shows an increasingly
popular arrangement where the camera is continuously taking images and the
camera’s on-board software looks for vehicles in view. There is no external
trigger and the light provides a regular trigger to the camera. Alternatively, the
camera continually triggers the light.

Figure 9: Typical camera triggering topologies
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The number of pulses and the distance between them is very applicationspecific, and is another area where Gardasoft can provide advice and testing
expertise as well as a very fast delivery of suitable products.

1.6 Networking
If lighting conditions are optimised or improved then image processing
requirements are reduced and modern LED solutions can provide feedback
from the camera to the lighting system in real time via Ethernet or RS-232 and
take account of the different ambient light conditions caused by time of day and
weather. There is also the possibility to adjust a system’s settings or carry
system health checks/maintenance, all remotely.
Gardasoft can provide expert advice on the most appropriate solution for any
given application.

There are limits to the level of public exposure to infra-red light. It is not
possible to get enough light for a camera by using a continuous infra-red light
but by pulsing, the average output power is much reduced and the intensity
when the camera is on can be increased. Gardasoft provide advice on safe
distances for public exposure to infra-red.
High levels of artificial optical radiation can cause damage to both eyes and
skin. Exposure limit values have been drawn up for such hazards. Every light
system is placed within a Risk Group, which defines the level of risk when the
light is used normally.
When the light emits less than the exposure limit values it is categorized as
exempt.
The hazard distance is the point furthest from the light at which the exposure
limit is exceeded. Generally the hazard distance becomes smaller either as the
light power output decreases or the less time one is exposed to the light.
When used to illuminate targets for speed cameras, the risk assessment has
taken into account the position of drivers and pedestrians and the likely times
that they may be within the light beam. This includes abnormal situation such
as cars queuing for long periods due to traffic conditions. For IR models the
light output is not visible and thus the aversion response does not automatically
protect the eye. The White models will cause the eye to blink, but are not
necessarily safer because of the strong spectral peak in the blue.
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1.7 Eye safety

Figure 10: Geometry of lighting with respect to Eye safety

When installed as detailed in Figure 10, there is no risk to the public. If it is
necessary to have the light operating whilst being within 0.5m of the lightface,
appropriate eye protection should be worn.

1.8 Low cost of ownership
This paper has aimed to illustrate the application benefits of LED technology,
but the overall cost of ownership of the technology is also now a very pertinent
factor. Energy usage and maintenance costs are dramatically reduced with the
use of LED based lighting systems - when pulsing the light is only turned on
when needed, generally about 1% of the time; this reduces energy costs and
increases LED lifetime by a factor of 100. In addition, lights with network
connections are also able to report on-going status to overseeing diagnostic and
maintenance systems.
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Section 2
Practical ITS examples
Vision-based technologies are already well-established in the ITS sector.
Sophisticated machine vision-type applications – such as Automatic Number
Plate Recognition (ANPR) – have in fact been in operation for quite some years
already however a recent development has been the adoption by the ITS
industry of ‘machine vision’ as a technology area in and of itself, a
development which is being aided and abetted by machine vision system
manufacturers who are working to take a technology which once only existed
in tightly controlled, indoor environments and make it suitable for use
outdoors.

Typical applications for vision-based systems include enforcement, such as for
spot and average speed applications, as well as red light monitoring. More
sophisticated applications include yellow box and tailgating monitoring. In
tolling, vehicle classification and identification of vehicles using pre-paid
accounts (whether via ANPR or some form of windscreen-mounted sticker) are
common. Freight applications include vehicle and load identification (again,
via ANPR but also via such mechanisms as Kemler plates or, in the US, DOT
numbers) are also widespread. This list is by no means exhaustive, however,
and will continue to grow as vision system’s costs fall and open the way to
non-revenue-generating applications such as intersection monitoring.
The functionalities described in Section 1 of this document can be applied in all
these cases but the following examples provide a more detailed illustration.

Open road tolling
Flexible mounting options and the ability to retain tight control over beam
angles and therefore areas of illumination results in greater flexibility in terms
of where light sources – whether one or several – are located in relation to
cameras. It also means that both single- and multi-lane applications are catered
for, with illumination over a wide range of distances.
Such performance characteristics lend themselves to applications such as open
road tolling. In an increasing number of countries, windscreen-mounted sticker
tags are used to permit travel on tolled roads which feature automated payment
– whether in stop-and-go or free-flow environments. For example, Gardasoft’s
VTR Series LED strobe light traffic monitoring systems have been deployed in
P a g e | 16
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This is leading to wider adoption for a greater number of traffic managementtype applications, not just high-end applications such as enforcement and
tolling. This is important from a lighting system perspective as the underlying
ethos of machine vision is the use of high-performance vision systems to
capture images of as high a quality as is possible and optimising light
conditions has a huge role to play in achieving that aim.

Slovenia, where sticker tags which allow access to tolled facilities on a timed
(weekly, monthly or annual) basis are used.
A fully automated solution was required to replace manual checking by police
officers. Key performance criteria included the ability to read both the vehicle
licence plate and the windscreen-mounted tag 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, in all weather conditions and with no restrictions in traffic flow. These
presented something of a performance challenge as the exposure requirements
for plate and sticker capture are different. However LED systems’ multipulse™ capability – the ability to flash two different levels of light intensity in
very quick succession – allows a single camera to capture the same vehicle
event (see Figure 7). This has many clear advantages over alternative systems
which would require two cameras and associated control sensors.

Multi-lane operation
A multi-lane capability is becoming increasingly important for some ITS
applications and here again LED systems’ very fast pulsing provides a solution.
In another recently completed project, single VTR series LED lights were used
to cover three lanes, with each lane having a dedicated camera. Each light had
to be able to accept a trigger from one or more cameras. The working distance
of the lights was 20m and Gardasoft offered the option for custom beam
arrangements. In this instance, the beam geometry was arranged to give a 32o
beam in the horizontal axis and 12o in the vertical axis. To enable
synchronisation with the cameras, three TTL trigger inputs were configured on
the VTR light such that any of the cameras could provide a trigger.
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Mobile and public transport applications
Advances in LED lighting are such that the technology is being used in
numerous standard and custom applications which can take a number of forms,
including the addition of extra heat sinking to fixed-position applications such
as gantries or control circuitry to modify the way the lights operate. As it
features light intensities orders of magnitude higher than conventional LED
light sources, LED line light technology can provide an extremely powerful,
focused line of light at the subject.
Transferring this into a a vehicle setting, custom applications already include
vehicle-mounted LEDs on enforcement vehicles which significantly improve
visibility, detection rates and, therefore, safety.
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Section 3
Application considerations and checklist
The following are factors that should typically be considered at the outset for lighting systems
associated with ITS applications.
Is the application fixed or mobile?
What is the camera being used for and what
exposure time do you want (typically 1ms)?
What height is the camera/light mounted?
What is the distance from the light to the target
area?

What is the height of the light required at the
target area?
Are you using one camera per lane?
Are you only doing number plate recognition, or
additional acquisition such as car colour and
occupancy details?
What colours are the number plates, and do you
have additional information such as the impact
of its design on its contrast and reflectivity?
What wavelength are you looking for (White, IR
or other)?
How many images per second do you need to
take?
What input voltage do you have available?
What is the maximum ambient operating
temperature?
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What is the width of the target area (ie: number
of traffic lanes?)

